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Abstract
Previous studies have shown that detection of a red–green test pattern, such as a spot or grating, may be facilitated two to three
times by a suprathreshold luminance pedestal of the same shape. We measured facilitation between the red–green (RG) and
luminance (LUM) detection mechanisms using sine and square-wave gratings. Facilitation of RG by luminance pedestals was
3-fold for in phase sine-wave gratings of 0.8 cpd and a remarkable 7-fold for square-wave gratings. The latter facilitation was
greatly reduced at intermediate relative phases and was generally reduced at higher spatial frequencies. We show that on a uniform
field, the red or green regions of low spatial frequency test patterns are detected approximately independently, but in the presence
of the LUM pedestal RG becomes sensitive to the red–green difference across the luminance edges. Under optimal conditions
(with the low-frequency, square-wave luminance pedestal) this increased red–green sensitivity corresponds to a wavelength
discrimination threshold as small as 0.04 nm. This conversion of RG into an ‘edge detector’ may explain why facilitation is
twice as large for square-wave gratings (bipolar patterns) than spots (unipolar patterns). The reverse facilitation, that of LUM by
the red–green pedestal, is weaker and the results suggest that this is because LUM is initially sensitive to the light–dark difference
across luminance edges even in the absence of the red–green pedestal. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Detection experiments indicate that there are two
mechanisms receiving predominantly long-wave (L) and
middle-wave (M) cone signals—a red–green (RG) de-
tection mechanism and a luminance (LUM) mechanism
(Stromeyer, Cole & Kronauer, 1985; Cole, Hine &
McIlhagga, 1993; see review, Eskew, McLellan & Giu-
lianini, 1999).
These mechanisms can be revealed by plotting
threshold detection contours, which represent the locus
of thresholds for spots or gratings comprised of differ-
ent amplitude ratios of red and green test lights. Fig. 1
shows hypothetical threshold contours in the cone con-
trast plane, L %DL:L, M %DM:M. The RG detec-
tion contours have a slope of unity indicating that the
L % and M % contrast signals contribute equally but with
opposite signs (Stromeyer et al., 1985; Cole et al., 1993;
Sankeralli & Mullen, 1996). Stimuli along these con-
tours appear reddish or greenish at threshold (Calkins,
Thornton & Pugh, 1992). The LUM detection contours
have a relatively steep negative slope representing a
sum of L % and M % signals, with the L % signal dominat-
ing (Stromeyer, Chaparro, Tolias & Kronauer, 1997).
Considerable independence of the RG and LUM
mechanisms has been shown for threshold summation
(Mullen, Cropper & Losada, 1997), texture segmenta-
tion (Li & Lennie, 1997), contrast adaptation
(Krauskopf, Williams & Heeley, 1982; Bradley, Switkes
& De Valois, 1988) and noise masking (Sankeralli &
Mullen, 1997; Giulianini & Eskew, 1998; Stromeyer,
Thabet, Chaparro & Kronauer, 1999).
However, pedestal studies with spots and sine-wave
gratings reveal several interesting interactions between
the RG and LUM mechanisms. Sensitivity to RG test
patterns can be facilitated by suprathreshold LUM
pedestal patterns, while high pedestal contrast produces
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only weak masking (Switkes, Bradley & De Valois,
1988; Cole, Stromeyer & Kronauer, 1990; Mullen &
Losada, 1994). This facilitation is consistent with earlier
studies showing that wavelength discrimination is im-
proved by introducing a luminance difference between
a colored spot and its surround or between the adjacent
bars of a colored square-wave grating (Hilz & Cavo-
nius, 1970; Hilz, Huppmann & Cavonius, 1974). Some
studies also provide evidence for the reverse form of
facilitation, with LUM tests on RG pedestals (Cole et
al., 1990; Mullen & Losada, 1994), although Switkes et
al. (1988) observed no such facilitation. At low spatial
frequencies RG pedestals of high contrast produce only
weak masking of the LUM test (Switkes et al., 1988;
Cole et al., 1990; Mullen & Losada, 1994), but consid-
erably stronger masking may occur for patterns above 2
cpd (De Valois & Switkes, 1983; Switkes et al., 1988).
The size of RG facilitation by LUM patterns is
typically a modest 2-fold for sine-wave gratings
(Switkes et al., 1988; Mullen & Losada, 1994) and
unipolar, sharp-edged spots (Cole et al., 1990;
Chaparro, Stromeyer, Kronauer & Eskew, 1994). How-
ever, using square-wave gratings, Hilz and Cavonius
(1970) and Hilz et al. (1974) reported that luminance
contrast improved wavelength discrimination by 5–7-
fold at medium spatial frequencies of about 4 cpd.
Little facilitation was observed with coarse square-wave
gratings or a 2° bipartite field.
The size of RG facilitation by LUM patterns is thus
unclear and may depend on stimulus features—some
studies show large effects with sharp-edged stimuli (Hilz
& Cavonius, 1970) whereas others show modest effects
(Cole et al., 1990; Chaparro et al., 1994). We will
compare the facilitation between the RG and LUM
mechanisms for stimuli containing smooth or sharp
edges (namely, sine-wave gratings versus square-wave
gratings or bipartite fields with sharp edges). With
bipartite fields and square-wave gratings we observed
strikingly large facilitation of RG by luminance
pedestals, but only at low spatial frequency, contrary to
Hilz and colleagues. Substantial but weaker facilitation
was also obtained with a coarse square-wave RG
pedestal and LUM test.
The strong RG facilitation which we observe with
square-wave gratings might be spatially phase depen-
dent, consistent with the results of Montag (1997). He
found that an RG sine-wave grating was facilitated
2-fold when thin, dark reticle lines were placed at the
zero crossings of the sine-wave grating but not when
aligned with the peaks and troughs of the grating.
However, others report little phase dependency with
stimuli containing smooth edges (Switkes et al., 1988;
Mullen & Losada, 1994)—a LUM sine-wave grating
pedestal facilitated detection of a spatially matched RG
sine-wave grating by roughly equal amounts at 0, 90
and 180° relative phase. Hence, a phase dependency of
facilitation might be best revealed using stimuli with
sharp edges. Thus our second goal was to assess how
relative spatial phase influences facilitation for patterns
containing sharp or smooth edges. We found that
facilitation was weakly phase-dependent for sine-wave
gratings, but strongly phase-dependent for low-fre-
quency square-wave gratings (vanishing at 90° relative
phase). We will argue that this latter effect may reflect
the influence of the LUM edge on a spatial color
comparison, rather than summation within units jointly
sensitive to color and luminance.
Mullen and Losada (1994) examined whether the
facilitation between RG and LUM is caused by ‘local
color cues’. For instance, they suggest that when the
red test bars are always in phase with the dark lumi-
nance pedestal bars, the observer might identify the test
interval by looking for a reddening in just the dark
bars. Mullen and Losada argue that such a strategy is
different from detecting the spatial chromatic modula-
tion of the test grating, which depends on a comparison
between adjacent bars. Our third goal was to further
examine whether the facilitation is generated by such
strictly local color cues. Our results indicate that the
facilitation is largely based on the detection of chro-
matic modulation across the test pattern. We show that
on a uniform field the red and green regions of low
spatial frequency RG patterns are detected approxi-
mately independently. However, in the presence of an
in phase LUM pedestal the observer becomes more
sensitive to the red–green difference (the chromatic
spatial modulation) across the luminance edges. Thus,
Fig. 1. Hypothetical detection contours for the RG and LUM
mechanisms in the L %,M % cone contrast plane. Stimuli in the LUM
and RG cardinal directions stimulate the LUM and RG mechanisms,
respectively.
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the facilitation is not based on a strictly local cue. The
LUM pedestal converts the behavior of the RG mecha-
nism from a fairly low-pass, ‘blob’ detector on the
uniform field, into a detector that is quite sensitive to
chromatic ‘edge contrast’. With a coincident RG
pedestal, the LUM test is similarly detected via its
spatial luminance modulation and not by a local cue,
such as a darkening within just the red pedestal bars.
Finally, we offer an explanation as to why sharp-
edged LUM pedestals can produce such large facilita-
tion for certain bipolar RG patterns (gratings or
bipartite fields) and comparatively smaller facilitation
for sharp-edged unipolar RG patterns (spots), and why
facilitation is greater overall for the RG test patterns
than for the LUM test patterns.
2. Methods
2.1. Stimuli and apparatus
Stimulus patterns were generated on red and green
CRT monitors (Tektronix 608) forming a 3.5° dia field.
The two monitors were combined with a dichroic mir-
ror and optically filtered to remove light below 520 nm
which stimulates S cones (Stromeyer, Kronauer, Ryu,
Chaparro & Eskew, 1995). These stimuli were super-
posed on a 4.2° green field of 562 nm and 1000 td,
rendering the 3.5° pattern region metameric to 566 nm
and 1600 td. This yellow-green field eliminates un-
wanted temporal phase shifts between the L % and M %
signals in the LUM mechanism (Stromeyer et al., 1997),
thus better isolating RG and LUM.
The display was viewed monocularly through a 3 mm
artificial pupil and achromatizing lens (Powell, 1981).
The observer was refracted with a spectacle lens
mounted against the achromatizing lens, and the head
was stabilized with a hard bite bar mounted on an xyz
translator. At the start of each session the observer
aligned matched red and green square-wave gratings to
appear in precise antiphase. Any residual chromatic or
luminance artifact was rendered unreliable as a detec-
tion cue by randomizing the pedestal contrast (Section
2.5).
2.2. Contrast defined
The spectral radiance of the lights was calibrated at
the eyepiece at 1 nm intervals with a radiometer and
monochromator (2 nm HBW). These spectral radiance
distributions were weighted by the Smith and Pokorny
(1975) cone spectral sensitivities to calculate cone con-
trast. Stimuli are represented as vectors in the L %, M %
cone contrast plane (Fig. 1). L cone contrast, L %DL:L,
is L cone stimulation owing to the amplitude of the
grating, DL, normalized by the mean L field stimula-
tion, and similarly for M cone contrast. Contrast is
specified by the vector length, VL (L %2M %2)1:2, in
this plane—the one-sided length from the origin to the
tip of the vector (Eskew et al., 1999). Contrast is
defined in this manner to be consistent with most of the
cited studies. A bipolar pattern like a sine or square-
wave grating is modulated symmetrically about the
mean and is therefore represented as a pair of equal-
length vectors pointing in opposite directions. The
peak-to-trough excursion of such a bipolar pattern is
thus twice that of a unipolar spot or unipolar pattern of
matched contrast (see Fig. 6 and Brainard, 1996).
2.3. LUM and RG cardinal directions
The stimuli (Fig. 1) lay in the LUM and RG ‘cardi-
nal’ directions, stimulating the LUM and RG mecha-
nism respectively (Krauskopf et al., 1982). The LUM
stimuli (45–225° direction) appeared as just luminance
modulation. The RG stimuli were set in the equilumi-
nant direction, using the quadrature motion paradigm:
a LUM grating was counterphase flickered at 6 Hz in
spatial-temporal quadrature phase with a similar coun-
terphase colored grating. The vector angle of the col-
ored grating was varied in the L %,M % plane to find the
motion null with a forced-choice procedure (Stromeyer
et al., 1995). A direction of 112–292° was used for both
observers, which is close to the average direction (106–
286°) of Mullen and Losada (1994).
2.4. Specification of relati6e spatial phase
We define 0° relative phase of pedestal and test to be
the phase at which the green and bright bars and the
red and dark bars coincide.
2.5. Threshold measurements
Observers were color-normal according to the
Farnsworth–Munsell 100-Hue test or anomaloscope
matches.
Thresholds were measured with a temporal 2AFC
procedure. The pedestal pattern was presented in both
temporal intervals of a trial, separated by 200 ms. The
test pattern was presented in one interval, chosen ran-
domly, and the observer attempted to identify the test
interval. Tones signalled the stimulus intervals and
provided response feedback. The contrast of pedestal
and test was ramped on together for 94 ms with a
raised cosine temporal envelope, held constant for 377
ms, and then ramped off. In using LUM test the ramps
were extended to 377 ms to be more ‘sustained’ and
comparable to that of Mullen and Losada (1994). A
single stimulus condition was typically used for each
run, which contained two randomly interleaved stair-
cases that estimate threshold at the 71% detection level
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Fig. 2. Contrast sensitivity for RG tests presented alone (open symbols) or with a spatially matched suprathreshold LUM pedestal (filled symbols).
Sensitivity is the reciprocal of the test vector length in the L %,M % plane. Pedestal and test were matched bipartite fields (BF), sine-wave gratings
(circles) or square-wave gratings (squares). Pedestal and test were in phase (red features coincident with dark luminance features). Error bars in
this and subsequent figures represent 91.0 S.E.M.
(Wetherill, 1963). Test contrast was changed in 0.1 log
steps with 12-bit digital-to-analog converters (used with
a voltage attenuator for very low test contrast). Each
threshold estimate is based on several staircases.
The absolute spatial phase of the gratings was ran-
domized on each trial, but was the same for both
temporal intervals. The bipartite stimulus was centered
in the field and its polarity was randomly reversed
between trials. No explicit instructions were given for
fixation, but observers stated that they typically fixated
the same pedestal region for both temporal intervals.
The pedestal contrast was different for each of the
two trial intervals, randomly chosen from a uniform
3-fold range. Randomly setting the pedestal contrast on
each trial interval largely eliminates the effects of stimu-
lus artifacts. For example, in detecting the RG test on
the LUM pedestal, a weak luminance artifact in the
RG test will not provide an effective detection cue since
the cue is swamped by the large variation in pedestal
contrast. Mean contrast of the LUM pedestal was
about four times detection threshold and the mean
contrast of the RG pedestal was about six times
threshold—within the flattish region of the curve de-
scribing facilitation as a function of pedestal contrast,
where facilitation varies little with pedestal contrast
(Cole et al., 1990; Mullen & Losada, 1994).
3. Results
3.1. RG facilitation with LUM pedestals: pattern type
and spatial frequency
We first compared the facilitation of RG, over a
range of spatial frequencies, for patterns containing
smooth or sharp edges (sine-wave gratings versus
square-wave gratings or bipartite fields). The results
show a remarkably large facilitation with low-frequency
patterns having sharp edges.
Fig. 2 shows contrast sensitivity for vertical RG test
patterns in the presence (filled symbols) and the absence
(open symbols) of the LUM pedestal. Sensitivity is
defined as the reciprocal of the threshold vector length
of the test pattern. The pedestal and test were spatially
matched sine-wave gratings, square-wave gratings, or
bipartite fields, in 0° relative spatial phase—green fea-
tures of the test patterns coincide with light features of
the pedestals. Similar results were obtained at 180°
phase. The pedestal was clearly suprathreshold and its
contrast was randomly set on each trial interval so as to
eliminate the effects of potential stimulus artifacts (Sec-
tion 2.5).
The unfacilitated patterns (open symbols) show the
familiar low-pass spatial frequency sensitivity function
for the RG mechanism (Mullen, 1985). Sensitivity is
slightly higher for square-wave gratings than sine-wave
gratings owing to the larger amplitude (1.27 times) of
the fundamental of the square-waves.
Fig. 3 (left) shows the degree to which the LUM
pedestal facilitates detection of these RG patterns. The
amount of facilitation is specified by the ratio of RG
sensitivity measured on the pedestal versus on the uni-
form field, so a value greater than 1.0 represents facili-
tation. The facilitation for square-wave gratings was
particularly large at 0.8 cpd (7.4- and 6.7-fold for PDG
and CFS) and decreased with increasing spatial fre-
quency. The bipartite field also produced rather large
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facilitation (PDG, 5.2; CFS, 5.7). Facilitation for the
sine-wave gratings peaked at 2 cpd (2.7 and 4.2) and
decreased at 0.8 cpd (2.2 and 2.9). Fig. 3 (right) shows
the ratio of the facilitation for square-wave versus
sine-wave gratings. Facilitation is considerably greater
for square-wave gratings at 0.8 cpd and is similar for
both types of gratings at higher spatial frequencies.
The difference in the facilitation for sine and
square-wave gratings is not caused by a difference in
effective pedestal contrast, since the facilitation with
the 0.8 cpd sine-wave gratings did not increase as
mean pedestal contrast was raised from 0.052 to
0.077—facilitation was 2.9- and 2.3-fold, respectively
(observer CFS). The small facilitation for the 4 cpd
square-wave pedestal was also not caused by low ef-
fective pedestal contrast, since increasing pedestal con-
trast using these values did not augment the
facilitation (2.2 versus 2.2, CFS). These small changes
in facilitation with pedestal contrast are consistent
with the long, flat region in the curve describing facili-
tation versus pedestal contrast (Switkes et al., 1988;
Mullen & Losada, 1994).
3.2. LUM facilitation with RG pedestals: pattern type
and spatial frequency
As shown above, LUM patterns strongly facilitate
RG detection, but previous studies disagree regarding
whether RG patterns also facilitate LUM detection.
Switkes et al. (1988) were unable to obtain such facili-
tation with sine-wave gratings. However, Cole et al.
(1990) measured a facilitation of 1.6-fold with spots
and Mullen and Losada (1994) obtained a facilitation
of 2-fold with sine-wave gratings which were not ran-
domized in relative phase.
Fig. 4 (left) shows contrast sensitivity (observer
PDG) as a function of spatial frequency for LUM
tests on the uniform field (open symbols) and on an
RG pedestal (filled symbols). The pedestal and test
were spatially matched, in phase sine or square-wave
gratings. On the uniform field LUM sensitivity for the
gratings is band-pass, increasing from 0.8 to 4 cpd,
unlike the low-pass RG sensitivity measured on the
uniform field.
Fig. 4 (right) shows the facilitation for both observ-
ers measured with these patterns. Observers stated
that they detected the LUM test by a brightness
change (e.g. a darkening of the red bars). A cue based
on changes in color saturation or apparent sharpness
of the square-wave pedestal proved unreliable, owing
to the randomization of the contrast of the RG
pedestal. Facilitation was largest with the 0.8 cpd
square-wave gratings (PDG, 3.0; CFS, 3.3) and was
considerably reduced with the 0.8 cpd sine-wave grat-
ings (1.6; 1.9). At higher spatial frequencies the facili-
tation declined and was comparable for sine and
square-wave gratings. Note that the present LUM fa-
cilitation at 0.8 cpd is only about one-half as large as
that of the RG facilitation with comparable sine and
square-wave patterns (Fig. 3). We later consider the
reason for this difference.
In summary, both the facilitation of LUM and RG
is greatest with low-frequency square-wave patterns,
although the facilitation of LUM is only about half as
large as the facilitation of RG. The 0.8 cpd sine-wave
patterns produce considerably less facilitation than the
square-wave patterns, and thus the sharp edges of the
square-wave patterns play an important role in the
facilitation (as demonstrated later).
Fig. 3. Left: Facilitation (for patterns in Fig. 2) specified by the ratio of RG sensitivity with versus without the LUM pedestal. Right: Ratio of
facilitation for square-wave versus sine-wave gratings as a function of spatial frequency.
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Fig. 4. Left: Contrast sensitivity for LUM test presented on a uniform field or with a spatially matched suprathreshold RG pedestal (observer
PDG). The pedestal and test were in phase sine-wave gratings or square-wave gratings—dark luminance features coincident with red features.
Right: Facilitation for the sine and square-wave gratings (observers PDG and CFS).
3.3. Control experiment with a chromatically-tilted
LUM pedestal
We now verify that the large facilitation of RG with
the 0.8 cpd square-wave patterns is not caused by an
artifact. The RG test is unlikely to be detected via a
luminance artifact in the test pattern, since the LUM
pedestal contrast was randomly set in each trial inter-
val. It is also unlikely that a chromatic artifact in the
LUM pedestal can account for the facilitation since the
contrast of this artifact would also vary with the
pedestal contrast. It is not clear how an artifact could
explain the large facilitation with the 0.8 cpd square-
wave gratings since facilitation is considerably reduced
when the patterns are shifted to a slightly higher spatial
frequency of 2 cpd.
To show that a chromatic artifact in the LUM
pedestal does not explain the facilitation, we performed
a control with the in phase, 0.8 cpd square-wave grat-
ings. A weak RG component was deliberately intro-
duced into the pedestal to see how this affects detection
of the RG test. Following Cole et al. (1990), the LUM
pedestal was ‘chromatically tilted’ by small amounts off
the 45–225° LUM axis. Pedestal contrast (VL0.052)
was fixed rather than varied, since the pedestal con-
tained a weak RG component—on the same stimulus
dimension as the RG test. The pedestal tilt was fixed
for each run, and the observer used the criterion of
choosing the trial interval in which the dark pedestal
bars appeared redder.
The degree of pedestal tilt is specified by the one-
sided length of the pedestal vector component in the
RG direction (112–292°). If the facilitation was caused
by a chromatic artifact, then the facilitation would be
augmented by a weak RG pedestal component spatially
in phase with the test (corresponding to positive values
on the abscissa of Fig. 5) and would be reduced by a
component in spatial antiphase (corresponding to nega-
tive values). This might produce an asymmetric
threshold curve. Instead, the curve in Fig. 5 is flat.
The RG test threshold without the pedestal was
VL0.0026, and thus the pedestal lowers the RG test
threshold by 6-fold, independently of the chromatic
tilt of the pedestal. (Interestingly, the facilitated sensi-
tivity, 2500, with these fixed contrast pedestals is
nearly identical to the value measured for observer CFS
in Fig. 2 with the contrast-randomized LUM
pedestal—this has implications for the mechanism of
facilitation, discussed in Section 4.1.2.) The tilt in Fig. 5
Fig. 5. Control with chromatically tilted LUM pedestals. Contrast
thresholds are for an RG, 0.8 cpd, square-wave test presented on a
similar, in phase LUM pedestal of fixed contrast (VL0.052). The
pedestal also had a weak RG component with contrast specified on
the abscissa—positive values indicate this component was spatially in
phase with the RG test and negative values indicate it was in
antiphase.
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Fig. 6. Spatial profiles of the three RG patterns used for results in Fig. 7: bipolar red–green grating and unipolar red-bar and green-bar gratings.
The contrast, which is proportional to D:mean (Section 2.2), is equated for the three patterns. But the ‘edge-contrast’, defined to be proportional
to the height across the edges, is twice as great for the bipolar pattern.
covers a range of 94 units of the facilitated RG
threshold (or a range of 90.7 units of the unfacilitated
RG threshold). Thus, facilitation of the RG test by the
LUM pedestal is not caused by a pedestal chromatic
artifact, since the magnitude and sign of a deliberately
introduced chromatic component has little effect on
RG detection.
Cole et al. (1990) reported analogous results with
spots—an asymmetric ‘dipper’ function was obtained
for discriminating the contrast of weak chromatic spots
on a uniform field, but the function became flat when
the suprathreshold LUM pedestal was also present.
Mullen and Losada (1994), however, obtained a chro-
matic dipper for gratings in the presence of a LUM
pedestal which was both intense enough to mask the
RG test and was randomized in phase relative to the
test.
The flat curve in Fig. 5 implies that the facilitory
LUM pedestal linearizes the RG detection mechanism
so that it is sensitive to the linear RG vector difference
across the two temporal intervals of the trial (Cole et
al., 1990). Cole et al. (1990) showed that the psycho-
metric function for RG detection on the LUM pedestal
was approximately linear down to very low chromatic
test contrast. The linearization acts to increases overall
chromatic sensitivity in the present experiment. For
example, assume that the magnitude of the facilitated
RG test is 1.0 threshold unit. Then for a pedestal
having an RG component of 0.5 unit (opposite in
spatial phase to the test), the RG stimulus will be 0.5
unit in the pedestal interval and only 0.5 unit in the
test-plus-pedestal interval (representing the sum of
1.0 unit for the threshold-level test and 0.5 unit
for the pedestal). Thus the test is at threshold when
each interval contains only 0.5 RG threshold unit and
the difference between the two intervals is 1.0 unit.
The robustness of the linearization of the RG re-
sponse across the temporal intervals was further
demonstrated by measuring the facilitated RG sensitiv-
ity with the 0.8 cpd square-wave gratings, using a
slightly different method. The contrast of the LUM
pedestal was randomized as before. An RG test of
equal amplitude was added to the LUM pedestal in
both trial intervals, but in opposite relative phases of 0
and 180°—with the criterion to choose the redder dark
bars. For observer PDG, the RG sensitivity in each
temporal interval increased to 9300, nearly twice the
value (5000) compared to adding the test in just one
interval (Section 3.1). Similarly, for observer CFS, the
RG sensitivity increased to 4500, from an initial value
of 2500 with the test added in just one interval. The
LUM pedestal thus permits a nearly linear comparison
across the two temporal intervals.
Measurements below show that the LUM pedestal
also promotes a linear comparison of the red–green
difference across spatial edges.
3.4. Facilitation 6ia a local color cue or spatial
modulation?
Mullen and Losada (1994) considered whether the
facilitation is based on either a local color cue or spatial
modulation of the test. They described the ‘local color
cue’ as a change occurring in just one set of the pedestal
bars. For example, in detecting the LUM test on the
RG pedestal, ‘…the subject may base a response on a
comparison of the color appearance of one set of bars
between the two [trial] intervals rather than on an
examination of each stimulus for a luminance modula-
tion, which requires a comparison of the red and green
bars within the same stimulus’ (p. 3145). Similarly, in
detecting the RG test on the LUM pedestal the ob-
server might use a local cue, such as a reddening in just
the dark pedestal bars.
On the basis of experiments which randomized the
relative phase of pedestal and test (considered later),
Mullen and Losada concluded that the RG facilitation
by LUM pedestals could not be explained by a local
color cue, but that the reverse facilitation with the
LUM test could be explained by local cues. Using a
different technique we now show that both forms of
facilitation are based on the detection of the spatial
modulation in the test pattern and not on such strictly
local cues.
3.4.1. Facilitation of RG: role of chromatic spatial
modulation
We first examined the RG facilitation by the 0.8 cpd,
square-wave LUM pedestal. Sensitivity was compared
for the three 0.8 cpd RG test patterns in Fig. 6: a
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red–green grating (a bipolar pattern), a red–bar grat-
ing and a green–bar grating (unipolar patterns, con-
taining just the red or green bars of the red–green
grating). Contrast is defined (Section 2.2) as the one-
sided difference from the mean (the pattern amplitude)
divided by the mean; hence, the three patterns in Fig. 6
are depicted with matched contrast. In separate runs
the red-bar (or green–bar) pattern was randomly inter-
mixed with the red–green pattern.
Fig. 7 (left panel) shows the ratio of contrast sensitiv-
ity for the bipolar pattern versus the unipolar patterns
on the uniform field. Sensitivity is fairly similar for the
three patterns (ratio of 1.0), although sensitivity for
CFS is slightly lower for the green-bar pattern. (Addi-
tional measurements with CFS using analogous bipar-
tite-field patterns showed more similar sensitivities for
the three type of patterns: contrast sensitivity, based on
vector length, was 555 for the red–green pattern, 502
for the red-sided pattern and 538 for the green-sided
pattern.) The similarity of the thresholds for the unipo-
lar and bipolar patterns suggest that the red and green
regions of these low-frequency patterns might be de-
tected separately on the uniform field, by low-spatial-
frequency ‘blob’ detectors. Zaidi, Spehar and DeBonet
(1997) reached a similar conclusion based on a com-
parison of RG sensitivity for a bipartite field versus a
uniform field color shift with the same temporal
waveform.
Probability summation amongst independent blob
detectors might be expected to slightly increase the
sensitivity to the bipolar pattern relative to the unipolar
patterns. Following Mullen et al. (1997), we can express
the role of probability summation as
SkSRk SGk , (1)
where S is the overall contrast sensitivity, SR and SG
are the sensitivities of the independent red and green
blob detectors (assumed to be equal) and k is the slope
of the psychometric function. For RG on a uniform
field the slope may vary from 2 (Cole et al., 1990) to
as high as 4 (Cole et al., 1993). Thus probability
summation predicts an advantage of 19–41% for the
bipolar pattern. However, the results for observer PDG
on the uniform field show little such effect, and this
may be related to the Kelly (1975) observation that the
RG mechanisms may be inhibited across a central
red–green edge.
The thresholds for the three RG patterns were also
measured on the square-wave LUM pedestal. In some
runs the red-bar pattern and its associated red–green
pattern were presented in 0° relative phase with respect
to the LUM pedestal (dark bars redder), while in other
runs the green-bar pattern and associated red–green
pattern were presented in 180° phase (dark bars
greener). Pedestal contrast was randomly varied over a
smaller range (0.034–0.051) so that the contrast was
sufficient for the LUM pattern to always be seen as a
very clear square-wave. Sensitivity for the bipolar pat-
tern is now nearly twice that for the unipolar patterns
(Fig. 7, right panel).
When the unipolar and bipolar patterns are in a 2:1
threshold contrast ratio, the patterns are equated in
terms of ‘edge-contrast’. The edge-contrast represents
the chromatic peak-to-trough difference, or ‘height’,
across the zero-crossings of the grating. Thus on the
LUM pedestal, the RG patterns might be detected by
the spatial chromatic difference across the LUM edges.
However we must first consider an alternative expla-
nation based on probability summation among the
independent red and green blob detectors. Cole et al.
(1990) observed that the psychometric slope for RG
was about 1.0 when measured on the LUM pedestal.
When k1.0, Eq. (1) predicts a 2:1 advantage in
sensitivity for the bipolar versus unipolar pattern. How-
ever Eq. (1) makes the same prediction if the green
stripes of the bipolar pattern are all changed to red
stripes (thus forming a uniform red field), since the
prediction of Eq. (1) does not depend on whether the
independent blob detectors are red or green. Results in
Section 3.6 show that the LUM pedestal does not
facilitate such a uniform red shift, and thus probability
summation alone does not explain the threshold differ-
ence for the unipolar and bipolar patterns on the LUM
pedestal. The more likely explanation is that the LUM
Fig. 7. Contrast sensitivity for the 0.8 c:deg bipolar versus unipolar
RG patterns (Fig. 6) on the uniform field (left panel) and on a
coincident square-wave LUM pedestal (right). Each column shows
the sensitivity ratio for the red–green versus red-bar (or green-bar)
pattern. On the uniform field, sensitivity is similar for the three RG
patterns—thus the red and green regions are detected approximately
independently. On the pedestal, sensitivity is roughly two-times higher
for the bipolar pattern—hence the pattern is largely detected by the
red–green spatial difference across the LUM edges.
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pedestal makes the RG mechanism sensitive to the
red–green difference across the edge. This view is
strongly supported by the phase measurements in Sec-
tion 3.5.
When the patterns in Fig. 6 are equated for edge-con-
trast, the amplitude of the red or green bars are twice as
great in the unipolar patterns as compared to the
bipolar pattern. The facilitation by the LUM pedestal
should reflect this higher amplitude if facilitation is
based on a local color cue (a change in just the dark or
the light LUM bars). In this case, the facilitation
should be about equal for the unipolar and bipolar
patterns. The facilitation was in fact 3 for the unipo-
lar patterns and 6 for the bipolar pattern. The results
thus demonstrate that, on the LUM pedestal, the RG
patterns are not detected by such a strictly local color
cue, but by the chromatic spatial modulation in the test
pattern.
Measurements similar to those in Fig. 7 were made
for observer PDG using analogous 0.8 cpd sine-wave
gratings. Sensitivity was compared for a red-bar (unipo-
lar) pattern versus a red–green pattern. On the uniform
field contrast sensitivity (based on vector length) for the
unipolar and bipolar patterns was similar (650 versus
700), while on the sine-wave LUM pedestal contrast
sensitivity was roughly twice as great for the bipolar
pattern (2640 versus 1390). Facilitation was thus 2-
fold for the unipolar sine-wave test and 4 for the
sine-wave bipolar test (the latter being slightly greater
than that observed in Fig. 3). For the square-wave
patterns (Fig. 7), the facilitation was 3 for the unipo-
lar patterns and about 6 for the bipolar pattern.
Thus, for both sine and square-waves patterns the
facilitation is about twice as large for the bipolar RG
test patterns as compared to their unipolar counter-
parts—the results are consistent with earlier studies
showing a facilitation of only 2–3-fold for unipolar
stimuli (e.g. spots).
In summary, on the uniform field the red and green
regions of the coarse gratings are detected approxi-
mately independently, so that the color difference
across the grating edges has little influence. The LUM
pedestal makes the RG mechanism sensitive to this
chromatic difference across the edges, which leads to a
larger facilitation for the bipolar RG patterns than the
unipolar RG patterns. This sensitivity to the spatial
chromatic difference indicates that the facilitation is
based on the spatial modulation of the test, not on a
strictly local color cue.
3.4.2. Facilitation of LUM: role of luminance spatial
modulation
We made analogous measurements for the reverse
facilitation, with the LUM test and RG pedestal. We
compared sensitivity for two 0.8 cpd square-wave LUM
test patterns: a light–dark (bipolar) pattern and a
light-bar (unipolar) pattern. Tests were added in phase
with the RG pedestal, and pedestal contrast was ran-
domly set in each trial interval within the range
0.0062–0.0093 (PDG) and 0.010–0.015 (CFS). The two
patterns were at threshold when equated for edge-con-
trast on both the uniform field and on an RG square-
wave pedestal. The ratio of edge-contrast sensitivity for
the bipolar versus unipolar test patterns was 1.02
(PDG) and 1.06 (CFS) on the uniform field and 1.05
and 1.01 on the pedestal. The RG pedestal equally
facilitated the unipolar and bipolar LUM tests patterns
(PDG, 3.0; CFS, 3.4). Measurements were also made
(PDG) with analogous 0.8 cpd sine-wave gratings: the
edge-contrast sensitivity ratio for the bipolar versus
unipolar test patterns was 1.00 on the uniform field and
1.02 on the pedestal, and facilitation was 2-fold for
both test patterns.
In summary, the LUM test is detected via its spatial
contrast modulation on both the uniform field and the
RG pedestal. The facilitation is not based on a local
brightness cue, since the threshold-level unipolar pat-
tern produces twice as great luminance increment in the
green pedestal bars as does the bipolar pattern, but this
does not augment facilitation.
Furthermore, the facilitation for the bipolar LUM
test (2-fold for sine-wave and 3-fold for square-wave) is
one-half as great as that for the comparable bipolar RG
tests (4-fold for sine-wave and 6-fold for square-wave).
The LUM pedestal changes the RG mechanism from a
‘blob’ detector into an edge-contrast detector, thus
augmenting the facilitation for the bipolar RG test.
However, the RG pedestal does not augment the facili-
tation for the LUM test in this manner since the LUM
mechanism already acts like an edge-contrast detector
on the uniform field prior to introducing the pedestal.
3.5. Relati6e spatial phase of pedestal and test
The measurements above show that both the RG and
LUM facilitation is controlled by the spatial modula-
tion in the test pattern. For RG facilitation, the LUM
pedestal makes the RG mechanism sensitive to the
color contrast across the LUM edges, with sharp edges
being more effective than smooth (sine-wave) edges.
Such a process predicts that the facilitation might be
sensitive to the relative spatial phase of pedestal and
test. We next measured the facilitation at different
relative phases, fixed during each run.
Fig. 8 shows facilitation for RG tests on a matched
LUM pedestal. The facilitation with 0.8 cpd square-
wave gratings (
) is large and about equally strong
whether the red or the green test bars are in phase with
the dark pedestal bars (0 versus 180° relative phase)
and the facilitation is greatly reduced at 90° relative
phase. In the latter case the color is identical just to
either side of the edge of each LUM bar, and within
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Fig. 8. Facilitation as a function of the relative spatial phase between the LUM pedestal and the RG test, for 0.8 cpd sine and square-wave
gratings and for 4 cpd sine gratings.
each LUM bar the color is red on one half side and
green on the other. This should generate weak facilita-
tion if these two opposing colors are effectively inte-
grated within the luminance-defined boundaries
(Montag, 1997). For the 0.8 cpd sine-wave gratings
(	), the same phase dependency is still clearly apparent
for observer PDG but is weak for CFS. A similar phase
dependency is observed with 4 cpd sine-wave gratings
().
We also briefly examined the effect of the relative
spatial phase for the reverse form of facilitation, with
the LUM test and RG pedestal. The results were com-
parable to those obtained with the LUM pedestal and
RG test. The facilitation with the 0.8 cpd sine-wave
gratings was similar in magnitude at 0 and 180° relative
phase (PDG, 1.6 versus 1.6; CFS, 1.9 versus 1.8). And
the strong facilitation (3-fold) originally measured
with the 0.8 cpd square-wave gratings in 0 or 180°
phase was eliminated at 90° phase (PDG, 0.9; CFS,
1.1).
3.6. LUM square-wa6e pedestal and other RG spatial
patterns
The 0.8 cpd square-wave pedestal produced particu-
larly large facilitation for a matched, in phase RG test
pattern. The sharp edges of the pedestal may segregate
the various color regions of the test patterns so that the
color may be effectively integrated, thereby enhancing
the color comparison across the luminance edges.
Such an integration process is supported by the
following observations with the 0.8 cpd square-wave
LUM pedestal and several RG patterns. Fig. 9 (column
A) replots the large facilitation for the in phase, square-
wave RG test. Facilitation was not diminished when we
substituted a sine-wave RG test of matched spatial
frequency (column B). The zero-crossings of the sine-
wave test are aligned with the sharp edges of the LUM
bars (see inset), so the chromaticity signal is zero pre-
cisely at the luminance edges. This indicates that the
facilitation is not caused by a propagation of the color
signal specified at just the luminance edges. Rather the
color appears to be integrated across each LUM bar—
observers stated that the color appeared spatially uni-
form within each LUM bar. (This experiment was
Fig. 9. Facilitation of various spatial RG tests by a 0.8 cpd square-
wave LUM pedestal. Column A: spatially matched, in phase, square-
wave RG test. Column B: spatially matched, in phase sine-wave RG
test. Column C: 2.4 cpd square-wave RG test in ‘square-wave’ phase.
Column D: horizontal LUM pedestal with vertical, 0.8 cpd square-
wave RG test. Column E: uniform field red shift with vertical LUM
pedestal.
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repeated for the reverse form of facilitation—with the
LUM test and the RG pedestal. In this case, substitut-
ing the sine-wave test for the square-wave test consider-
ably reduced the facilitation, from about 3 to 2 (PDG)
and 3 to 1.4 (CFS), suggesting that a different process
is responsible for facilitation of the LUM test.)
The view that the LUM pedestal promotes a chro-
matic integration within each bar is reinforced by the
small facilitation (column C) obtained with a 2.4 cpd
square-wave test in ‘square-wave’ phase with the LUM
pedestal (see inset). Here, each LUM bar is red in both
its left and right third but green in its central third (or
conversely). Facilitation should be large if the color
signal is calculated just at the luminance edges and then
propagated across each bar. The small facilitation actu-
ally observed suggests that the red and green colors are
integrated across each LUM bar in a manner consistent
with cancellation.
We also observed (column D) little facilitation or
actual masking when the vertical, 0.8 cpd square-wave
RG test was presented on the pedestal oriented hori-
zontally. This result is also consistent with integration
within each luminance bar, for the colors alternate
between red and green along each horizontal LUM
bar—thus there will be little net color following
integration.
Finally, little facilitation was observed (column E)
for a test consisting of a spatially uniform red chro-
matic shift presented on the vertical LUM pedestal
grating. This result reinforces our conclusion that the
facilitation depends on a color comparison across
space, and does not depend on a color change, or cue,
occurring in one set of the pedestal bars. The weak
facilitation is consistent with earlier studies showing
that the facilitation is strongly reduced using a pedestal
considerably finer than the test pattern. Switkes et al.
(1988) obtained little facilitation of a 2 cpd RG grating
with a LUM pedestal 2 octaves higher, and Cole et al.
(1990) showed that a 1° chromatic spot was signifi-
cantly less facilitated by a concentric 0.5° LUM
pedestal than by a 1° pedestal. Mullen and Losada
(1994) however observed that the facilitation of a 0.5 or
1 cpd RG grating was little diminished when the LUM
pedestal was raised 2 octaves above the test.
3.7. Phase randomization: remo6al of local color cues
for facilitation or increasing detection uncertainty?
Our results suggest that both forms of facilitation,
with the RG test and the LUM test, are based on the
spatial modulation in the test pattern and not on a
strictly local color cue. We now examine the effects of
Mullen and Losada’s (1994) method of randomizing the
relative spatial phase of pedestal and test. They at-
tempted to minimize the local cues by randomly setting
the relative phase to 0 or 180° on each trial. This
procedure weakened or eliminated the LUM facilitation
by the RG pedestal but had little effect on the RG
facilitation by the LUM pedestal. They thus concluded
that the LUM facilitation was based on a local cue but
that RG facilitation was not based on such a cue. We
now consider that randomizing phase in this manner
‘masks’ the underlying facilitation by increasing detec-
tion uncertainty.
We repeated measurements for the RG test and
LUM pedestal, with the relative phase randomly set to
0 or 180° on each trial. Randomization had little effect
on the facilitation when facilitation was initially small,
consistent with Mullen and Losada. For example, with
the 0.8 cpd sine-wave patterns, the randomization re-
duced the facilitation from 2.3 (with fixed phase) to 2.2
for observer PDG and from 2.9 to 2.8 for CFS. How-
ever, the phase randomization did reduce the facilita-
tion when the facilitation was larger. For example, the
4.2-fold facilitation originally measured (CFS) with the
2 cpd sine-wave gratings was reduced to 2.5 by the
phase randomization, and the facilitation with the 0.8
cpd square-wave gratings was reduced from 7 to 2.2
(PDG) and from 6 to 4 (CFS).
The phase randomization may increase uncertainty.
When the phase is fixed, the observer can use the sign
of the color difference between the two trial intervals to
identify the interval containing the test pattern. For
example, for 0° relative phase, the dark bars will on
average appear slightly redder in the test interval. Simi-
larly, for 180° relative phase, the dark bars will on
average appear slightly greener in the test interval.
However, when the phase is randomized between 0 and
180°, the dark bars in the test interval will appear either
redder or greener than in the pedestal-alone interval.
The observer does not know a priori the sign of the
test, so a weak signed difference is less effective in
identifying which interval actually contains the test.
(This does not imply that the observer is responding to
the color within just the dark bars, since Section 3.4.1
showed that the facilitation is based on the color mod-
ulation between adjacent bars.)
The view that this phase randomization increases
uncertainty but does not reduce the underlying facili-
tated sensitivity can be tested by changing the response
criterion (Cole et al., 1990) to that of simply choosing
the interval in which ‘the dark bars appear redder’. For
the 0° phase condition the red bars are in phase with
the dark bars (so the test-plus-pedestal interval is cho-
sen for a correct response), while for 180° phase, the
green bars are in phase with the dark bars (so the
pedestal-alone interval is chosen for a correct response).
For both observers, this new criterion restored the RG
facilitation with the 0.8 cpd square-wave gratings to the
level measured with fixed (0°) relative phase.
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Mullen and Losada (1994) observed that randomiz-
ing the relative phase between 0 and 180° eliminated the
reverse facilitation, with the LUM test and RG pedestal
for two of their three observers. We observed that the
randomization reduced but did not fully eliminate this
facilitation. For the 0.8 cpd sine-wave gratings, facilita-
tion dropped from 1.6 with fixed phase to 1.4 with the
randomized phase (PDG) and from 1.8 to 1.6 (CFS).
For the 0.8 cpd square-wave gratings, randomization
reduced the facilitation from 3 to 1.7 for both ob-
servers. However, the modified response criterion again
restored the full facilitation for the square-wave grat-
ings presented with random phase. In this case, the
observer chose the interval containing the ‘darker’ red
bars. Mullen and Losada (1994) observed that such a
modified criterion also largely restored facilitation.
From these results we conclude that the phase ran-
domization between 0 and 180° increases uncertainty
but does not directly affect the underlying facilitated
sensitivity. Our previous results show that the facilita-
tion is not based on a local color cue occurring in just
one set of the pedestal bars.
4. Discussion
First we will compare our results to those of other
studies. Then we will consider possible processes under-
lying the large RG facilitation and the manner in which
the facilitation of RG differs from the facilitation of
LUM.
4.1. RG facilitation by LUM pedestals
In this section we will consider in turn how the RG
facilitation depends on pattern type and spatial fre-
quency, three processes possibly underlying the facilita-
tion and the possible locus for the RG facilitation.
4.1.1. Pattern type and spatial frequency
Earlier studies measured a facilitation of 2-fold with
sine-wave gratings of 2 cpd or lower (Switkes et al.,
1988; Mullen and Losada, 1994). For our observers,
facilitation with sine-wave gratings reached a maximum
of 3–4 at 2 cpd and generally declined at higher and
lower spatial frequencies. Facilitation with square-wave
gratings was much larger (6- or 7-fold) at 0.8 cpd and
declined considerably at higher frequencies. Large facil-
itation (5-fold) was also obtained with a sharp-edged
bipartite field.
The large facilitation with coarse square-wave grat-
ings is contrary to the conclusion of Hilz and colleagues
that maximal facilitation occurs with fine patterns. Hilz
and Cavonius (1970) obtained an RG facilitation of
7-fold with a 5.8 cpd square-wave grating and a facilita-
tion of 12-fold with a 4 min dia spot (Hilz et al., 1974),
but they obtained little facilitation with coarser pat-
terns—a large bipartite field or a 2.4 cpd grating. They
measured forced-choice thresholds (mediated by an L–
M signal) for discriminating the wavelength difference
between a spot and its surround or the adjacent bars of
a grating. The observer had unlimited time to view the
steady test stimulus and the field was dark between
presentations—unlike our study which affords a sensi-
tive temporal comparison of the stimuli on a constant
adapting background.
Using methods similar to ours, Chaparro et al. (1994)
measured an RG facilitation of two to three times for
spots of 2.3–15 min dia. Hilz et al. obtained a facilita-
tion which grew to 12 times at the smallest spot size (4
min)—this caused the facilitated RG contrast sensitiv-
ity for this spot to be six times higher than the com-
parable spot of Chaparro et al. The extra sensitivity
seems surprising given the more controlled conditions
of Chaparro et al.
The results of Chaparro et al. (1994) show that for
sharp-edged spots, facilitation does not reach more
than 2–3-fold regardless of spot size. The present re-
sults show that significantly larger facilitation can be
obtained with coarse bipolar patterns, square-wave pat-
terns or bipartite fields. Reasons for this difference
between unipolar and bipolar patterns are considered
next.
4.1.2. Three processes underlying the large facilitation
of RG
Several proposed explanation do not appear to ac-
count for the facilitation of RG. Eskew, Stromeyer,
Picotte and Kronauer (1991) showed that the facilita-
tion does not reflect a simple reduction in stimulus
uncertainly in detection. Switkes et al. (1988) suggested
that the facilitation might be explained by an excitatory
model, where the LUM pedestal provides a weak input
prior to the accelerated transducer of the RG mecha-
nism. We obtained strong facilitation (6-fold) with the
0.8 cpd square-wave gratings when the LUM pedestal
had either fixed or randomized contrast (Section 3.3).
The excitatory model predicts little facilitation for the
randomized pedestal, since the contrast randomization
would generate a noisy signal along the accelerated
limb of the transducer. This result appears to rule out
the excitatory model.
The large RG facilitation obtained with low-fre-
quency, sharp-edged patterns may reflect several pro-
cesses: (a) color is spatially demarcated by the
luminance edges, (b) the color is then effectively inte-
grated between the luminance edges and finally the (c)
color difference is compared across the luminance
edges.
The first two processes, (a) demarcation and (b)
integration, are supported by results where we vary the
relative phase of pedestal and test. The strong facilita-
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tion with the square-wave gratings was greatly reduced
at 90° phase, similar to the effects of Montag (1997).
He showed that detection of an RG sine-wave grating
was facilitated 2-fold by steady, dark reticle lines placed
at the zero crossings of the grating. Montag argued that
the lines produce an effective ‘containment of neural
integration of color’, similar to the gap effect of Boyn-
ton, Hayhoe and MacLeod (1977). The facilitation was
much diminished when the lines were placed at the
peaks and troughs of the grating, producing equal areas
of redness and greenness between each pair of reticle
lines.
We obtained additional evidence for the integration
process with the 0.8 cpd square-wave LUM pedestal
and a variety of RG test patterns (Fig. 9). First, the
pedestal produced equally large facilitation with sine
and square-wave RG tests presented in phase with the
pedestal, suggesting that the color of the sine-wave test
is integrated within each sharp luminance bar. Second,
the 0.8 cpd square-wave pedestal produced little facili-
tation for a 2.4 cpd square-wave RG test (aligned in
‘square-wave’ phase) so that each pedestal bar con-
tained two red bars and one green bar, or conversely.
This is consistent with the antagonistic red and green
colors being integrated across each LUM bar.
The third process of (c) comparing the color differ-
ence across the luminance edges is supported by mea-
surements with the unipolar and bipolar RG patterns
(Fig. 6). On the uniform field contrast sensitivity was
similar for detecting the 0.8 cpd, unipolar red-bar and
green-bar patterns and the red–green bipolar patterns,
suggesting that the red and green regions of these
coarse patterns are detected approximately indepen-
dently. However, when a LUM pedestal is presented in
phase with the chromatic patterns, the RG mechanism
becomes approximately sensitive to the color difference
across the luminance edges. Since this chromatic edge-
contrast is twice as great for the bipolar test pattern,
the facilitated sensitivity is about twice as high for the
bipolar pattern. This explains the roughly 2-fold larger
facilitation for the RG bipolar patterns compared to
the unipolar patterns.
This 2-fold advantage for bipolar patterns was ob-
served when the pedestal and test were both sine-wave
gratings or square-wave gratings. However, the maxi-
mal facilitation was twice as great for the square-wave
gratings (6-fold) than the sine-wave gratings (3-
fold). Surprisingly, the 6-fold facilitation was also ob-
tained using a square-wave pedestal and a sine-wave
test, demonstrating the importance of the sharp
pedestal edges.
The large RG facilitation is promoted by a general
process of linearization of the RG response by the
LUM pedestal. Using unipolar spots, Cole et al. (1990)
demonstrated two manifestations of this linearization.
The psychometric function for RG detection on the
LUM pedestal was approximately linear down to very
low chromatic test contrast, and measurements with a
weakly chromatically ‘tilted’ LUM pedestal showed
that the observer could linearly compare the red–green
vector difference between the two temporal intervals of
a trial—a result we confirmed in Section 3.3. Our
results show that the LUM pedestal also makes the
observer approximately sensitive to the linear red–
green difference across the LUM edges.
While the present explanation may account for the
large facilitation with coarse sharp-edged patterns,
there may also be a component of facilitation which
does not depend on such a chromatic segregation pro-
cess—namely the facilitation of weaker magnitude ob-
served with sine-wave gratings in 90° relative phase
(Fig. 8). A weak component of facilitation may thus be
generated by a phase-independent process. This may
account for the general robustness of the RG facilita-
tion when the LUM pedestal is randomized to a differ-
ent static phase on each trial (Mullen & Losada, 1994),
although dynamically randomizing the phase during a
single presentation generates little facilitation
(Stromeyer et al., 1999).
4.1.3. The large facilitation of RG and 6ery fine
wa6elength discrimination
Our maximal facilitation effects reveal a remarkably
high chromatic sensitivity, which can be appreciated by
converting the measure of contrast sensitivity into
equivalent wavelength discrimination. For observer
PDG the facilitated RG contrast sensitivity measured
with 0.8 cpd square-wave gratings reached 5000,
which corresponds to a wavelength discrimination
threshold of just 0.037 nm between the reddish and
greenish bars. This threshold was calculated by consid-
ering how the ratio of Smith and Pokorny L and M
fundamentals corresponding to the 566 nm mean field
is changed by the test (estimated by linear interpolation
between the Smith and Pokorny tabulated fundamen-
tals values). A contrast sensitivity of 5000 corresponds
to a vector length of 0.0002 for the 112–292° RG test
vector. The L:M field ratio is changed by the cosine
and sine (L and M) components of this vector. The
threshold could be reduced a further 2-fold by
adding the RG test to the pedestal in opposite phases of
0 and 180° between the two intervals, taking advantage
of the fact that the LUM pedestal approximately lin-
earizes the RG response across the two temporal inter-
vals of a trial. As a result of this manipulation, the RG
sensitivity in each interval approximately doubled to
9200 for observer PDG (Section 3.3) corresponding to a
threshold of 0.020 nm. (Similar results were obtained
with observer CFS, but overall sensitivity was about
2-fold less.) The latter experiment was also repeated
with a mean field of 585 nm (rather than the standard
566 nm field), for this will yield a lower wavelength
discrimination threshold for a fixed RG test vector
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length owing to a more favorable change in the slopes
of the fundamentals (see Kaiser & Boynton, 1996, p.
324) (the LUM pedestal was of constant contrast 3.9%).
For observer PDG, the RG contrast sensitivity
was 7000, corresponding to a threshold of just 0.014
nm.
4.1.4. Reduced facilitation at higher spatial frequencies
The RG facilitation by LUM pedestals was consid-
erably reduced for square-wave gratings of higher
spatial frequency (2 or 4 cpd). At these higher spatial
frequencies the RG patterns might be initially de-
tected on the uniform field by more spatially-tuned
chromatic mechanisms sensitive to the chromatic
edge-contrast (or chromatic peak-trough difference)
before the LUM pedestal is introduced. This would
then reduce the magnitude of the observed facilita-
tion. Studies on spatial adaptation (Bradley et al.,
1988), masking (De Valois & Switkes, 1983) and pat-
tern discrimination (Webster, De Valois & Switkes,
1990) provide evidence for such spatially-tuned RG
mechanisms.
We postulated that the 0.8 cpd RG gratings were
detected by low-pass ‘blob’ detectors. Such mecha-
nisms are supported by Kelly (1975) finding that RG
is more sensitive to red and green flicker in a uniform
field than a centrally split-field. However, spatial
masking reveals bandpass RG mechanisms tuned as
low as 0.25–1 cpd, although bandwidth is very broad
(Losada & Mullen, 1994). This result however does
not necessarily rule out the blob detectors as being
most sensitive for detecting coarse colored features,
for Bradley et al. (1988) point out that the spatial
adaptation paradigm (and, by extension, the masking
paradigm) are biased to reveal the most tuned mecha-
nisms.
4.1.5. Locus of facilitation of RG by LUM
The facilitation likely does not occur within distal
units, like the Type 1 cells identified by Wiesel and
Hubel (1966). These cells have circularly symmetric
receptive fields and are sensitive to both a low-spa-
tial-frequency red or green shift and a higher spatial
frequency luminance pattern (Wiesel & Hubel, 1966).
Facilitation was not observed with orthogonally ori-
ented pedestal and test patterns, nor did the LUM
grating facilitate detection of a uniform red shift. In
both cases Type 1 units should be well stimulated.
Thus the three processes underlying the large facilita-
tion effects may occur at a relatively late stage. Con-
sistent with this conclusion are the observations that
facilitation can be obtained with thin LUM rings
(Cole et al., 1990), reticle lines (Montag, 1997), dots
(Eskew, Stromeyer & Kronauer, 1990; Montag, 1997)
and even depth differences (Montag, 1997) which
serve to demarcate the chromatic test region—all
contrary to facilitation at a relatively early stage.
4.2. LUM facilitations by RG pedestals
Facilitation of LUM is generally weaker than the
facilitation of RG and appears to have distinct prop-
erties. We were able to replicate the finding of Cole
et al. (1990) and Mullen and Losada (1994) that
LUM detection can be facilitated by RG pedestals.
When the relative spatial phase was fixed at 0 or
180°, facilitation was 1.8-fold for 0.8 cpd sine-wave
gratings and 3-fold for square-wave gratings (but
disappeared for the square-waves at 90° relative
phase). This is roughly one-half as large as the facili-
tation obtained with the 0.8 cpd RG test and LUM
pedestal.
Measurements with 0.8 cpd sine or square-wave
LUM tests showed that the patterns were detected by
edge-contrast on both the uniform field and the RG
pedestal. Thus the RG pedestal does not transform
the LUM mechanism into a spatial contrast detector
since the mechanism initially detects spatial contrast.
This may explain why the facilitation is about one-
half as large as the comparable facilitation for the
RG tests.
The 0.8 cpd square-wave RG pedestal only weakly
facilitated (1.7 times) detection of an in phase,
sine-wave LUM test. This weak facilitation for the
sine-wave LUM test (and the relatively strong facilita-
tion for the square-wave LUM test) suggest that both
the pedestal and test must contain sharp, aligned
edges to produce a large facilitation of the LUM test.
This is in contrast to the reverse facilitation where we
observed that a 0.8 cpd square-wave LUM pedestal
strongly and equally facilitated square and sine-wave
RG tests, indicating that the color fills-in across each
sharp LUM bar.
5. Summary
Detection of the RG test on the LUM pedestal, and
conversely, is determined by the spatial modulation of
the test pattern and not by a local cue as described by
Mullen and Losada (1994). The large RG facilitation
observed with in phase, coarse square-wave gratings can
be attributed to several processes acting in concert—the
sharp pedestal edges promote a segmentation and
effective integration of the colors to either side of the
LUM edges; the LUM pedestal changes the RG detector
from a ‘blob’ detector (on the uniform field) into a color
‘edge contrast’ detector. Facilitation for the LUM test
on the RG pedestal is only about half as great since the
LUM detector initially acts as a spatial contrast detector
on the uniform field.
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